Collaboration in order to perform various tasks such as herding or hunting is frequently seen in nature. Cooperative behaviors benefit the group by helping them achieve rewards that would not be possible for an individual to achieve alone. In addition to cooperative hunting, spotted hyenas also participate in coordinated mobbing of lions, which is a complex behavior that is still believed to be genetic. Lions are larger and stronger than hyenas, and therefore the hyenas need to cooperate in large numbers to overcome their fear and attack the lions. Individualistic hyena traits and other factors that may affect the frequency or success of lion-mobbing have not been studied in simulation before. Furthermore, multiple emotions, such as fear and affiliation towards teammates, affect the willingness of hyenas to attack lions. The computational model of lion-hyena interaction developed in this work can help understand the evolution of mobbing behaviors. It may be used in the future to evolve strategies in video game characters to overcome powerful adversaries or solve problems that involve high risk.
Introduction
Complex cooperative behaviors are hard to model in simulation, whether they be hard-coded or learned. In previous work, collaboration had to be evolved through coevolution, or other such means (Uchibe and Asada, 2006; Yong and Miikkulainen, 2009; Rawal et al., 2010) . It is, therefore, helpful to examine how cooperative behaviors emerge in nature, and what factors influence their successful evolution.
In nature, spotted hyenas frequently cooperate in teams in order to hunt for prey that is difficult to kill (Kruuk, 1972; Holekamp et al., 1997) . This behavior has previously been modeled in simulation (Rajagopalan et al., 2011) .
Less frequently, hyenas also gather in large numbers to attack lions and drive them away in order to gain possession of a kill. This lion-mobbing behavior is very complex and requires precise coordination to succeed. This is because lions are larger and stronger than hyenas and, therefore, are expected to emerge the winners in any lion-hyena interaction.
There are some limitations to the study of lion-hyena interactions in nature. The path that hyena behavior evolution took to reach its current state of sophisticated mobbing cannot be studied in real-life hyenas. This problem can be solved by developing a computational model that faithfully reproduces lion-hyena interactions and mobbing behaviors from nature. It can then be used to study the evolution of such behaviors as well as to make predictions about them. This paper describes how such a model was built.
Neuroevolutionary techniques were used to control a team of hyenas that were placed in various situations along with simulated lions in a field. The simulations showed that the factors observed in nature as affecting the evolution and success of mobbing behaviors also emerged in the computational model. In the future, these principles can also be used to build teams of artificial agents with complex cooperative behaviors.
Related Work
This section will first describe the biological background of lion-mobbing, after which the modeling of cooperation and the various neuroevolutionary techniques that are used to build such models will be reviewed.
Biological Background
Since spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) and lions are both apex predators that compete for prey, resources and habitat, they come into conflict very frequently. Lions are much larger and more powerful than hyenas and are expected to win most such interspecific competitions. Hyenas are generally reluctant to engage with lions. Nevertheless, hyenas have sometimes been observed to exhibit a curious cooperative action where they band together to attack a group of lions in order to gain or retain access to a kill (Watts and Holekamp, 2008) . Hyenas display other cooperative behaviors for hunting and for defense (Holekamp et al., 2012) , but lion-mobbing is much more complex than these, and can be considered a novel evolutionary step. Mobbing is very dangerous for the hyenas (Trinkel and Kastberger, 2005; Kruuk, 1972) . In fact, lions are the leading cause of death in many hyena populations (Cooper, 1991; Hofer and East, 1995; Trinkel and Kastberger, 2005) . Consequently, hyenas can rarely displace lions from food unless the odds ratio (i.e. the ratio of hyenas to lions) is at least four to one (Kruuk, 1972) .
Dr. Holekamp and her colleagues have been continuously monitoring spotted hyena clans in the Masai Mara National Reserve and Amboseli National Park in Kenya since 1988. They have made direct observations of seven different hyena clans and recorded over 500 hours of videos and detailed notes about more than 900 lion-hyena encounters (Lehmann et al., 2016) . Dr. Holekamp's group used this data to construct a table that characterizes each such encounter along dimensions such as the number of hyenas present, the number of lions, whether mobbing occurred, and whether it was successful. Using this dataset, they then characterized all the lion-hyena encounters and assessed mobbing probabilities in Lehmann et al. (2016) . Some of the conclusions they reached were:
1. Lions and hyenas interacted more frequently at fresh kill sites than at sites with older carcasses. Mobbing rates were also highest at a fresh kill.
2. Lion-hyena interaction probability increased with increasing prey size.
3. The presence of adult male lions at the kill site increased the probability of interactions but decreased the probability of successful mobbing.
4. The interaction probability increased with number of hyenas present.
5. Local prey availability did not significantly impact the probability of interaction.
6. Mobbing increased the probability that hyenas would acquire food from a lion-controlled kill site. Thus, the evolution of cooperation in hyenas has increased their overall fitness.
The goal of this work was to understand the cognitive processes that result in mobbing behavior using a computational model to simulate lion-hyena interactions. All the conclusions from the observational data listed above were tested in simulation.
Simulations of Cooperative Behavior
A significant body of work exists on computational modeling of cooperation in nature. For instance, flocking behaviors of birds and shoaling of fish have been modeled extensively using rule-based approaches (Reynolds, 1987; Seno, 1990) , while cooperative behavior of micro-organisms has been modeled with genetic algorithms (Kubota et al., 1996; Roeva et al., 2007) . Ant and bee colonies have been the subject of many studies involving evolutionary computation as well (Dorigo et al., 1996; Waibel et al., 2006) .
More complex cooperative behaviors in teams have also been studied in computation before. Yong and Miikkulainen (2009) used neural networks to control and evolve the behaviors of three predators cooperating to catch a prey. Simultaneous cooperative and competitive coevolution was implemented in teams of predators and prey by Rawal et al. (2010) , while dynamically changing hunting behaviors of hyenas were modeled in Rajagopalan et al. (2011) .
Previous computational work also studied the effect of different communication strategies in mobbing, evolving the behaviors as a set of rules (Solomon et al., 2012; Fairey and Soule, 2014) . The results showed that having a single leader to make all mobbing decisions for the hyena team resulted in the most effective coordination. But this result has not been observed in nature, and therefore, this will not be an assumption in this work.
Neuroevolution of Behavior
Neural networks and evolutionary computation may be combined into a learning algorithm that can be used to solve difficult sequential decision tasks with continuous state and action spaces, and partially observable states. Neuroevolution has previously been used to discover dynamic and intelligent behavior in autonomous agents. For example, it has been used in simulated robot soccer (Whiteson et al., 2005) , and Ms. Pac-Man (Burrow and Lucas, 2009; Schrum and Miikkulainen, 2014) . Neuroevolution has also been used in previous modeling of predators and prey (Yong and Miikkulainen, 2009; Rawal et al., 2010) as well as in the evolution of cooperative hunting behaviors in simulated hyenas (Rajagopalan et al., 2011) . Thus, neuroevolution is a natural choice for modeling the complex cooperative behavior of lion-mobbing.
NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies, or NEAT (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) , is a neuroevolution technique that optimizes not only the connection weights, but also the topology of a neural network. This technique was shown to be more effective than traditional neuroevolution methods that modify only the connection weights (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) . Speciation is also used to nurture new innovations in network structure that might otherwise be lost due to their low initial fitnesses. NEAT was used in this work when building a computational model to study lion-hyena interactions.
Experimental Setup
The hyena agents were placed on a 100 × 100 toroidal grid without any obstacles, where they could move east, west, north or south. A group of non-evolving lions already in possession of the kill were fixed at a location, and had the deterministic behavior of killing any hyena that came within a certain number of steps from them, i.e. the interaction radius, with a certain kill probability. Whenever a hyena moved closer than the interaction radius, it was said to be interacting with the lions. Then, it could either be killed or Figure 1 : Interaction probability when kill probability is fixed. The x-axis has kill probability and the y-axis is the probability that the hyena approaches the lions, averaged over ten runs. The fixed value of the kill probability during each run had to be discovered by the hyena through evolution. The probability of approaching lions decreased as the kill probability increased. be part of a successful mobbing event. The goal of the simulated hyenas was to mob the lions with enough teammates to drive them away and obtain the kill for themselves. An example of a successful mobbing behavior in simulation has been uploaded at http://nn.cs.utexas.edu/?mobbingfactors.
The hyena population was evolved using the NEAT algorithm (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) . For each simulation, a hyena was picked from the population and cloned to create the team members. Each hyena in the population was evaluated five times, and each experiment was run ten times. The fitness, mobbing probability and lion-hyena interaction probability were averaged across these ten runs.
A hyena:lion ratio of 4:1 is necessary for a successful mobbing event to take place (Kruuk, 1972) . The kill probability in the simulation depended on the number of hyenas and lions, but it came into play only when a hyena entered the interaction circle of the lions.
In addition to mobbing reward given to successful mobbers, a survival reward was given to those hyenas that survived until the end of the simulation regardless of whether they participated in a mobbing event. This represented reward from hunting in real-life hyenas, and provided a fitness gradient for the evolution of the hyena neural networks.
In the following section, several experiments were designed to build and test a computational model for lionmobbing. Representations of various parameters from the real world were gradually introduced and tested.
Using a Computational Model to Characterize Lion-Hyena Interactions
In the following experiments, various parameters were carefully and systematically tested in order to reproduce the hyena behaviors seen in nature.
Figure 2:
Interaction probability when number of hyenas varies dynamically. The number of hyenas is on the x-axis, and the y-axis is the probability of the hyena approaching the lions, averaged over ten runs. The number of lions was kept fixed at two. The numbers of hyenas and lions were given as input to the neural network, but the kill probability had to be calculated. The probability of approaching lions increased with number of hyenas.
Preliminary Experiments to Calculate Kill Probability
Initial experiments consisted of a single time step in which hyena agents decided whether to approach the lions, and were immediately rewarded. The number of clones created for each simulation run was chosen at random from [1, 10] . If the number of hyenas was more than four times the number of lions, the kill probability decreased to 0 and they could successfully mob the lions. Otherwise, it was equal to the normalized ratio of number of lions to number of hyenas. More specifically,
where K was the kill probability, L was the number of lions, and H was the number of hyenas. The numbers of lions and hyenas were not known to the hyena. However, both these numbers (and hence, kill probability) were kept fixed during an experiment run, so the hyena population could discover the kill probability through evolution. If the team of hyena clones chose to approach lions and were killed, they received a reward of −10, 000 points. If they approached lions but were not killed, they got 1000 points. If they chose to stay away from the lions, a survival reward of 100 points was given to them. As expected, the fraction of time they chose to approach the lions decreased as the kill probability increased (Figure 1 ).
In the second experiment, the hyena neural network received as input the numbers of hyenas and lions, and had to calculate the current kill probability. The actual number of The absolute lion-hyena distances were given as input, but the number of hyenas was not. The probability of approaching lions generally increased with number of hyenas except for a small bump when number of hyenas was 1.
lions was kept fixed at 2. The number of hyenas in each run was chosen randomly between 1 and 10.
While the probability of approaching lions decreased with decreasing numbers of hyenas, it never reached 0 ( Figure 2) . Fewer hyenas in the environment lead to lower odds for a successful mob, and therefore the hyenas evolved to avoid the lions instead of getting killed. This behavior has also been observed in real-life hyenas (Lehmann et al., 2016) .
In a third exploratory experiment, the hyena neural network received as inputs the distances of all other hyenas from the lions in addition to the number of lions (L) and its own x-and y-distances from the lions. The number of other hyenas was not an input. The other hyenas were virtual for now, so their distances were generated at random. Kill probability still depended only on the number of hyenas and lions, so the values of distances did not matter. However, the hyena had to evolve to count the number of distance inputs that were switched on and thus find out the number of other hyenas.
The probability of approaching the lion increased with increasing number of hyenas on the field with a small bump when there was only one hyena ( Figure 3) . When there were fewer hyenas than the mob minimum, it was unable to evolve to avoid the lions completely.
The next experiment had H non-virtual hyena clones instead of just one. Based on its inputs, each clone had to decide whether to attack the lions, which could lead to death, or avoid them, which gave smaller reward. The probability of interaction increased with increasing number of hyenas, just as stated in Conclusion 4 in the Biological Background section (Figure 4) . The average maximum fitness reached for H = 1 and 2 was exactly equal to the survival reward, because H was below the mob minimum. But when H = 3 or 4, they chose to approach lions more often. Figure 4 : Interaction probability for multiple hyenas when lion-hyena distances are given. The number of lions was kept fixed at 2. The absolute lion-hyena distances were given as input to all the hyenas, but the number of hyenas was not. Each hyena had to make a decision whether to approach the lions. The average probability of approaching lions generally increased with number of hyenas, except for a small rise when there is a single hyena present.
Realistic Modeling of Lion-Hyena Encounters
The previous subsection paved the way for a multi-step simulation where the hyena clones could move around. Therefore, the number of time steps was increased to 500, and the hyenas could move east, west, north and south, or remain idle, represented by five output nodes. Each hyena neural network received a continuous input of the distances of itself and the other hyenas from the lions. The number of lions was fixed at 1. At every time step, if a hyena was within 10 steps (interaction radius) of the lion, kill probability came into play, which depended on how many hyenas were within the interaction circle (mob count). If a hyena was killed, it got a fitness penalty of −10, 000 points and disappeared from the environment. For each time step that a hyena was within the interaction circle but did not die, it received a reward of five points, which represented the hyena feeding on the kill alongside the lions. If the mob count was greater than the mob minimum, the simulation was terminated with a mobbing reward of 10,000 points per hyena. At the end of the simulation, a reward of 100 points per hyena was given to all surviving hyenas. The inputs to the neural networks were the same as in the previous exploratory experiments, but now their values changed at every time step. The initial neural networks had 15 input-output neurons, 65 links and no hidden layer. The final evolved networks had around 130 neurons and around 400 links.
The results showed that the hyenas did not mob the lion successfully in most cases, but even the rare mobbing successes raised their average highest fitness above survival reward. More hyenas approached the lion even if they did not end up mobbing it. When the number of hyenas was less than the mob minimum, the best hyena teams evolved to avoid the lions altogether to stay alive and collect their survival reward. In general, the interaction probability in- Figure 5 : Interaction probability for hyenas in a 500-timestep simulation. The x-axis has number of hyenas, and the yaxis represents the average interaction probability, i.e. fraction of time the hyenas were within the interaction circle. The number of hyenas was not given as input, but the absolute lion-hyena distances were. The average interaction probability increased with number of hyenas.
creased with increasing number of hyenas ( Figure 5 ). Overall, this probability was low because when a hyena entered the interaction circle, it would either soon get killed, or successful mobbing would occur, ending the simulation.
While the mobbing frequency was very low, the interaction probability increased with increasing number of hyenas in the environment, which is in line with Conclusion 4 from the Biological Background section. Successful mobbing did evolve and, therefore, can be productive for the hyena team and increase its fitness as long as mobbing gives a net gain to the hyenas. This agrees with Conclusion 6.
Increasing the Frequency of Successful Mobbing
While the hyenas in the previous subsection did evolve to successfully mob the lions, they did so very rarely. To increase the frequency of mobbing, various parameter values were tested carefully and systematically. The reward for remaining alive within the interaction circle needed to be higher to encourage hyenas to approach the lions. The interaction radius also needed to be increased in order to allow hyenas to drive away the lions from a greater distance. But this meant that the probability of hyenas dying also increased, since the kill probability came into play once a hyena was within the interaction circle. The mobbing reward per hyena was increased, while the survival reward as well as the mobbing reward were given only to those hyenas that survived to the end of the simulation, unlike in previous experiments. This change helped hyenas evolve to coordinate their attack on the lions instead of charging them blindly. The survival reward needed to be low so that the hyenas did not avoid the lions altogether.
The result of these parameter changes was that the frequency of mobbing increased when compared to previous experiments (see Figure 6 ). In all cases where the number of Figure 6 : Successful mobbing probability for increased mobbing frequency. The y-axis represents the average mobbing probability. The interaction radius, mobbing reward and reward from feeding on the kill were all increased. A small survival reward was given to all surviving hyenas at the end of the simulation. The average mobbing probability was very low, but successful mobbing occurred more often than in previous experiments.
hyenas was five or more (the mob minimum), the mobbing probability was non-zero. The average mobbing probability increased with increasing number of hyenas on the field. The fraction of time the hyenas spent within the interaction circle, also increased (compare Figures 5 and 7) . The average interaction probability also increased with increasing number of hyenas. A surprising development, which is also observed in nature, was that even when they did not have the numbers to mob the lion, they still obtained some reward from moving into the interaction circle and feeding on the kill. But this meant that they did not all stay alive until the end of the simulation, and thus the team did not get the maximum possible survival reward.
Presence of Adult Male Lions
Dr. Holekamp's group found that the presence of adult male lions in the lion group led to an increase in the probability of the hyenas and lions interacting (Lehmann et al., 2016) . Male lions are more likely to initiate the interaction themselves (Elliott and Cowan, 1978) , but are also better able to protect their kill, leading to lower mobbing frequency (Cooper, 1991; Kissui and Packer, 2004) . The computational model matched Conclusion 3 from the Biological Background section in the following experiments.
Since male lions instigate interspecific interactions with the hyenas, the presence of male lions could be represented by a larger interaction circle in the computational model. The male lions also end up killing or injuring more mobbing hyenas due to their strength. That fact would also true in the model when using a larger interaction circle, because any hyenas are more likely to step into the interaction circle if it is larger, and thus, they would be more likely to die.
In these experiments, the interaction radius was varied Figure 7: Interaction probability with increased mobbing frequency. The y-axis represents the average interaction probability, i.e. fraction of time the hyenas were within the interaction circle. The interaction radius, mobbing reward, and reward from feeding on the kill were all increased. There was also a small survival reward. The average interaction probability was higher than in previous experiments, and increased with number of hyenas.
randomly in the range 0 to 30 during the experiment run. This value was then given as input to the hyena neural network. The number of hyenas was fixed at 10 in all the experiments so that the comparisons between results would reflect only the changes in interaction radius. Just like in nature, the simulated hyenas spent more of their time interacting with lions as the interaction radius increased, but they also got killed more frequently (see Figures 8 and 9 ). This result is in line with Conclusion 3 from the Biological Background section, which states that presence of male lions increases the interaction probability, but also increases the number of hyena deaths.
Prey Desirability
It makes intuitive sense that the desirability of the prey at the kill site should dictate whether the hyenas mob the lions to gain the kill, as concluded by Lehmann et al. (2016) . Both interaction and mobbing rates were highest at a fresh kill site when compared to a kill site with an old carcass (Conclusion 1 from the Biological Background section). They also observed that the propensity of the hyenas for interspecific interactions with the lions increased with increasing prey size (Conclusion 2). The fitness boost from a successful mobbing had to be large enough to overcome the cost of injury or death while mobbing. In the experiments in this subsection, the freshness and the size of the prey were combined into one component, prey desirability. This component was represented by the mobbing reward in the simulations.
The simulated hyenas did not always behave in the same way as their real-life counterparts. If the initial mobbing reward was too low, the hyena team had a large overhead cost for evolving mobbing strategies and they simply avoided the lions altogether, preferring to collect the survival reward in- . The x-axis shows the interaction radius, and the y-axis represents the interaction probability, i.e. fraction of time the hyenas were within the interaction circle, averaged over ten runs. The numbers of hyenas and lions were kept fixed at 10 and 1, respectively. The interaction radius was varied dynamically between 0 and 30 steps. The average interaction probability increased as the interaction radius increased. Therefore, the frequency of interaction increased when there were male lions present.
stead. On the other hand, if the initial mobbing reward was too high and the survival reward too low, they evolved successful mobbing behaviors that they could execute with minimal cost even if the mobbing reward decreased later in the experiment run.
The survival reward values for these experiments had to be chosen very carefully to come up with a situation where hyenas could dynamically choose to mob or avoid lions based on the prey desirability. Different values of survival reward were tested systematically with varying success. When the survival reward was 5 fitness points, there was a trend of successful mobbing probability increasing with increasing prey desirability (see Figure 10 ). This result is in line with Conclusions 1 and 2 from the Biological Background section.
Discussion and Future Work
The computational model developed in this work to study lion-hyena interactions used neural networks for the hyenas. One challenge was that neural networks do not fear the lions in the same way that real hyenas do. If they evolve a good mobbing strategy, they always use it. If the net return from mobbing is very low, they evolve to never mob the lions instead. In order to replicate mobbing behaviors from nature, various parameters such as mobbing and survival rewards, and probability of injury or death had to be fine-tuned very carefully and systematically. However, the resulting successful settings suggested principles that make such behaviors possible.
It can hence be concluded that mobbing can be success- Figure 9 : Hyena death probability comparisons when adult male lions are present. The x-axis shows the interaction radius, and the y-axis shows the probability of the hyenas dying, averaged over ten runs. The numbers of hyenas and lions were kept fixed at 10 and 1, respectively. The interaction radius was varied dynamically between 0 and 30 steps. The average death probability increased as the number of male lions increased, which is represented by increase in interaction radius.
ful without being counterproductive. Carefully coordinated mobbing leads to better overall fitness for hyenas because once they drive the lions away, there is no more danger. They also get a big fitness boost from eating the kill they wrested from the lions. These observations from computational simulation suggest that mobbing is possible and successful in specific circumstances, but not a very general and common ability. This may be the reason why mobbing is indeed rare, i.e. the spotted hyenas seem to do it, and not their closest relatives, the striped and brown hyenas. The role of emotions such as fear and affiliation, as well the importance of individualistic traits in lion-mobbing has not been studied before. It is not clear exactly what information emotions provide to the hyenas and how they regulate behavior. As such, it is difficult to simulate emotion inputs to hyena neural networks. Similarly, a heterogeneous team will behave very differently from the homogeneous team employed in this work. The different roles of individual hyenas are hard to replicate in simulation when not much about these roles has been observed in nature. Therefore, computational modeling of emotions and individualistic traits in the context of lion-hyena interactions is still future work.
Conclusion
The computational model built in this paper was used to study lion-hyena interactions and the evolution of successful mobbing strategies. Several factors affected the evolution of realistic behaviors on the part of the hyenas, including interaction radius, mobbing reward, survival reward and reward from feeding on the kill gradually when mobbing has not occurred. In order to replicate frequent mobbing behaviors as seen in nature, the values of these factors had to be very Figure 10 : Successful mobbing probability comparisons for different prey desirability values. The x-axis shows the prey desirability value, which is equal to the mobbing reward, and the y-axis shows the mobbing probability, i.e. fraction of time the hyenas successfully mobbed the lion, averaged over ten runs. The survival reward was 5 points. The average mobbing probability showed a trend of increasing with increasing prey desirability.
carefully and systematically varied. From the simulation experiments in this work, it could be concluded that mobbing and interaction frequencies increased with increase in interaction radius, mobbing reward, and reward from feeding on kill gradually inside the interaction circle. These frequencies also increased when survival reward was reduced, and when mobbing and survival rewards were only given to survivors.
These parameters represented environmental factors in the real world that affect interspecific interaction probabilities and mobbing rates in hyenas. Out of the six conclusions from observational data listed in the Biological Background section, five were modeled successfully in simulation. The following are the conclusions that matched perfectly:
1. The probability of lion-hyena interaction increased with number of hyenas present. This result matches Conclusion 4.
2. Successful mobbing contributed positively to the overall fitness of the hyena team, although a fine balance of parameter values was necessary to bring about mobbing behaviors. This result matches Conclusion 6.
3. Interaction probability was higher when adult male lions were present, but the probability of death and injury for the hyenas was also greater. In simulation, the presence of male lions was represented by a larger interaction radius. This result matches Conclusion 3. 4. Interaction probability was higher when prey desirability was higher. In the computational model, prey desirability was represented by the mobbing reward. This result matches Conclusions 1 and 2.
Since the results discovered through simulation and those observed in nature were congruent, the computational model was deemed to be a faithful representation of real-life lionhyena encounters. The next step then is to use this model to make predictions about hyenas in nature, which could be tested in the field in future. The behaviors simulated here can also be used to create complex cooperative behaviors in artificial agents in the future.
